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Brass Tacks

Introduction
Eric Keen, PhD student at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, is seeking volunteer researchers for fieldwork in
summer 2015. This document provides the necessary information to applicants: project background, what
exactly they would be getting into if they were accepted, and what would be expected of them. This document is
considered a companion to the project’s website: www.rvbangarang.wordpress.com. Potential volunteers must
explore that site thoroughly, especially the Project’s Reports page, before seeking a position.
Position Offered: Field researcher
Description: Field researchers will participate in every single facet of research, vessel operation and
maintenance, and subsistence in the remote study area. This is an intense but remarkable experience. Unlike
an internship, field researchers are treated as crew members, critically important to the success of the project.
Qualifications: At minimum, applicants must…
1. Be 20 years old or more.
2. Hold a bachelor’s degree or be working towards one.
3. Have experience living and working in remote, rugged conditions.
4. Have experience working in teams in confined quarters and stressful situations.
5. Demonstrable experience and/or enthusiasm for fieldwork in the natural sciences.
6. Be willing to gain the necessary proficiency in Pacific northwest seabird identification before their time in
the field.
7. Be positive, energetic, adventurous, and eager to learn fast.
Unconventional applicants are encouraged to apply, but you must demonstrate your suitability for the position.
Time Commitment: A minimum of 3 weeks within the 2015 summer (June 1 to October 1)
Finances: Successful applicants will pay for their own…
1. Round-trip travel to Prince Rupert, BC, the nearest airport to the study area.
2. Round-trip ferry to Hartley Bay ($100), where they will meet up with Eric and the research vessel.
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3. Absolutely essential personal equipment:
a. Sleeping bag rated to no warmer than 32 degrees.
b. Rain jackets and pants that ACTUALLY work!
c. Muck boots (X-tra Tuf’s recommended!)
d. Cheap digital wrist watch with stopwatch and alarm.
Eric hopes to find funding to cover the following, but if he can’t, they must be prepared to pay for:
1. Food costs for their time onboard. Last season the per-capita food cost averaged $75 per week.
How to Apply
If you are still interested after reading this document, write to Eric with the following:
1. Any questions you might have
2. An orientation for Eric of the things you expect to be dealing with next summer (Do you have a family? A
spouse? A job? Special needs? Financial difficulties? An addiction? Expectations from family, job or
school to gain anything in particular from the Bangarang experience?)
3. Confirmation that you have read and understood all terms of the Volunteer Agreement
4. All dates of availability for summer 2014 (June 1 to October 1).
Be prepared to provide evidence that you meet the position’s qualifications and contact info for a past colleague
who can vouch for your suitability.
Once Eric hears from you, he will then wrestle with the research calendar, and get back to you by mid-January
with a formal position offer for specific dates. Upon your formal acceptance, he will send you materials detailing
fieldwork protocols, the logistics of traveling to and from the study site, etc.
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Project Overview
The Bangarang Project is a student-driven investigation of whale and seabird habitat use and foraging strategy
in the oceanographically complex fjords of a proposed shipping lane in northern British Columbia. Supported by
collaborators from academic, indigenous, governmental and non-profit groups, the Bangarang Project is
designed to increase the insight and impact of research efforts already underway within the marine territory of
the Gitga’at First Nation (Kitimat Fjord System, British Columbia).
At the heart of this research is a vessel, the RV Bangarang, a 37′ live-aboard motorsailer equipped for both
oceanographic sampling and visual/acoustic transect surveys. The Bangarang and its crew of students conduct
repeated circuits of the study area throughout the foraging season, living and working from the vessel for over
four months each summer. By combining systematic data collection with focal follows of whales and seabirds,
the team can (1) monitor the dynamics and oceanographic drivers of predator and prey distribution in this fjord
system, (2) compare inland foraging strategies of humpback whales, fin whales, and seabirds, and (3) establish
a baseline to assess ecological cascades imposed by the new shipping lane.
Target Contributions
· Oceanographic sampling
Compounding the value of all other research in the area.
(a) Water column profiling: Temperature, salinity, fluorescence, dissolved oxygen, & pH.
(b) Turbidity measurement.
(c) High-resolution surface salinity and temperature maps
(d) Zooplankton tows
(e) Dual {frequency echosounder transects
(f) Systematic jelly surveys.
· Concurrent whale, seabird and oceanographic surveys, all summer long
Rigorous, standardized, repeated surveys throughout the season that can…
(a) Detect trends in abundance and distribution throughout the summer
(b) Determine the oceanographic basis for those trends
(c) Document spatial associations and interactions among predators and prey
(d) Sample and observe the Kitimat Fjord Ecosystem at an unprecedented level of detail.
· Special focus on fin whales
Collecting the data our partners’ priorities don’t allow them to cover.
(a) Contributing photographs to DFO, the Gitga’at, and NCCS.
(b) Collecting data on behavior, social associations, acoustics, and habitat use.
(c) A focused case study of fin whales in confined waterways, adding a new chapter to this enormous animal’s
natural history.
· Low-cost, high-output, small-scale methods
(a) Develop rigorous and efficient data management software using open {source programming.
(b) Partner with the Gitga’at First Nation to establish a sustained oceanographic sampling program.
(c) Develop and test low-cost, rigorous but accessible methods that may be applied by citizen scientists to
threatened systems elsewhere.
· Formative research experiences
(a) The adventure of a lifetime, conducted entirely by a team of students.
(b) Incomparable field opportunities for undergrads, grads, and First Nations students.
(c) Lasting friendships, united in a common cause, tested with unprecedented challenges, deepened by the
beauty of the place. It is quite an adventure.
(d) It may be rare thing that a PhD thesis is a dream come true.
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Methods
Study Area
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The study area (1,220 km of water) is located within the Kitimat Fjord System (KFS) of northern mainland
British Columbia, centered at 53 degrees N and 129 degrees W in Gil Basin, the deep waters surrounding Gil
Island. The KFS contains the marine territory of the Gitga'at First Nation and the study area of the local research
group North Coast Cetacean Society (NCCS), my principle collaborators. This area is also know as the confined
channel portion of the area's proposed shipping lanes, Fisheries Management Area (FMA) 6 for the BC coast.

Study Area Facts for Field Assistants:
-

Protected inland channels, generally without swell or waves. There were no instances of seasickness in
2013.
Closest towns: Hartley Bay (Gitga’at capital), Prince Rupert (nearest airport), Kitimat.(nearest road
access).
There are many harbors to seek refuge from storms.
Summers are characterized by good cool weather punctuated by bouts of fog, precipitation and winds.
In June, the blackflies are horrendous; in July, the horseflies are terrible; by August, everyone on board
stinks.
Cell phone service (Bell Mobility / Verizon 3G) access only available in Hartley Bay (which we only visit
once every two weeks).
We are within 5 km of land at all times.

Study Plan

Transect
Station
Observer rotation

●
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Data were collected throughout three summers (2013-5)
aboard the RV Bangarang, a 12m motorsailer, with a team of
three researchers. Each summer, circuits of the study area
were completed at a target rate of one per month. During a
circuit, we visited a grid of stations (n=24, 3 per block) between
which we conducted concurrent visual and acoustic transect
surveys.
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In each circuit four sectors were surveyed: (1) The outer
sounds, (2) the band protected channels used heavily by fin
whales, (3) the interior channels dominated by Douglas
Channel weather systems, and (4) the inner fjords encircling
Gribbell Island. Each sector was split into multiple geographic
blocks and each block was surveyed within a single day. More
days are needed for equal coverage in the fin whale sector,
such that a single circuit requires 12 days without weather
delays. Between circuits, more focused effort was given to
focal follows and acoustic recordings within the fin whale
sector.
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All data were recorded using a custom data entry program
written for a touchscreen helm laptop to accommodate the
rapid entry and association of position, effort, environmental,
and sightings data (Keen 2015c).
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Vessel
This research was conducted on board the SV Bangarang, a Cooper Seabird 37' (12 m) center-cockpit cutter.
To make this study feasible, financially, logistically and motivationally, I purchased and captained the boat
myself. In 2013 it was renamed Bangarang and imported it into the U.S. with US Coast Guard documentation.
Motorsailers are not an uncommon platform for cetacean research (e.g. Papastavrou et al. 1989, Gordon et al.
1999, Dawson et al. 2008), including fin whales studies (Panigada et al. 2005). A 12m vessel like the Bangarang
is within the ideal size range (10 to 20m) for high quality line transect surveys from smaller vessels (Dawson et
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al. 2008). Low-cost small vessels are good for coastal research because they allow (1) much more survey effort
to be expended for the same cost, (2) surveys to be conducted in better sighting conditions (since vessel costs
are low, you can afford to wait), and (3) a significant amount of vessel time can be spent on observer training
(Dawson et al. 2008). When conditions allow, sailing vessels also enable researchers to collect visual and
acoustic data without the disturbance of engine noise.
The Bangarang was built in Port Coquitlam, British Columbia in 1980. Her 3/4 keel draws 4.0 ft and her
displacement is 18,000 lbs with a cruising speed of 6.1 knots and a hull speed of approximately 7.3 knots. Both
her diesel and water tanks are 120 gallons. Her 3-blade 12-17 prop is enclosed by the keel and a keg-hung
rudder, provides protection against fouling in kelp and renders her a relatively safe vessel for close whale
interactions. Her sail inventory includes a mainsail (original), staysail (original), furling yankee jib (2007), and a
spare genoa (original). For quick and safe dousing the mainsail is contained by a new Doyle Cradle Cover and
lazy jacks system and a new reefing system has been installed.
Her layout includes a center cockpit with wheel helm (Wagner hydraulic steering), aft stateroom with a king bed
and a head with shower, kitchen, dinette, salon with two berths, and a forward head. Bangarang sleeps 3 quite
comfortably, 4 comfortably if two are a couple, and 5 if needed. Engine-heated water flows to all faucets on
board. The kitchen has an icebox and a gimbled propane stove. Propane is stored under the helm seat in the
cockpit and spare tanks are kept under the visual survey platform around the mast. The water heater can use
either passive heating by the running engine or 30-Amp AC shorepower to function. An Espar heater provides
forced-air ventilation for all cabin areas.

a

b

Photo by NCCS
c)

c)

Figure 3. a) S.V. Bangarang hauled out in Olympia, November 2013; b) with a humpback bubble-net feeding group; c)
photo-identifying fin whales under sail.; d) presenting an aft view in Barnard Harbor in the study area.
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Stations
At each station we performed a Secchi disk reading (8 replicate readings from the same observer) and a water
column sample (down to 250m, seafloor permitting) with a SBE25plus CTD with additional sensors for
fluorescence, dissolved oxygen and pH. In addition, three plummet-style zooplankton tows (333u, 0.7m
diameter, OAR 6:1, flowmeter- and strobe-equipped, dropped to 250m) were taken at the stations within each
block. To accommodate variable weather, swell and whale conditions these tows can be distributed amongst a
block's stations as needed (i.e., all three tows for a block can occur at one station if need be). Samples are
preserved in 5\% formaldehyde-seawater solution.
In addition to systematic daytime sampling, in each circuit six replicate zooplankton tows were taken at stations
in the center of the study area as close to midnight as possible. This area was chosen for its central location, its
protection on all sides from weather, its options for anchorage and the fact that both fin and humpback whales
focus foraging efforts there.

Transects
While underway between stations, four surveys were conducted concurrently.
Environmental Transects of meteorology, surface water properties and acoustic backscatter. A weather
station mounted 5m high recorded air temperature, barometric pressure, and wind speed and direction at oneminute intervals. Surface water temperature and salinity were sampled at 30cm depth every two seconds with a
Seabird Electronics 45 thermosalinograph. Sea state and sighting conditions are logged in the data entry
program hourly or as they change. Hydroacoustic transects were conducted with a down-sounding Syqwest
Hydrobox echosounder (33 and 200 kHz dual-frequency) to obtain a profile map of the ambient depth,
distribution, and patchiness of backscatter down to 250m (150m for high-frequency). These echo data are
automatically synchronized and geo-rectified with sighting and effort data from visual surveys. Area vessel traffic
were also tracked and logged.
Non-systematic passive acoustic surveys with a variety of hydrophone arrays. Options included a towed
array (2 hydrophones, 3m separation) custom built for monitoring low- and mid-frequency cetacean
vocalizations, an over-the-side hydrophone custom-built with the same specifications, and a Ocean Instruments
SoundTrap. Three back-up recording systems were also on board.
Visual surveys for cetaceans using distance sampling methodology. Bearing and reticle readings using
Fujinon 7x50 binoculars, min-max-best group size estimates, and cue behaviors for each sighting were taken. At
standard intervals observers rotated between three positions, one of which is data entry at the helm. Group size
and other information were refined during close approaches to sightings (below).
Visual surveys for seabirds, pinnipeds, salmon, jellies and debris using strip-width methodology. The
survey strip was 150m of each side of the vessel, broken into two zones (0-75m, 75-150m, gauged using
handheld rangefinders). Seabird identifications were taxonomically conservative, and for each sighting min-maxbest group size, behavior, categorical flight height and direction, plumage and sex were recorded when possible.
Near-surface jellies observed near the boat were noted with estimated distance from beam, species, group size
and size category.

Close Approaches
When whales were sighted, transect effort were suspended and focal follows were commenced. Effort was
considered "with-whales" when we were within 150m of groups. During these encounters, the team collected
respiration intervals, travel patterns, group composition, identification photographs, behavioral notes, fecal and
prey samples where possible, and acoustic backscatter. Seabirds associated with the whales were noted.
Special effort was made to observe and document notable feeding events, especially multi-species "bait balls"
and interactions among predators in the event. We used fine-mesh skimmers on long poles, cast nets, and
photographs to collect prey, feather, scat and skin from these bait ball events. These samples were variably
preserved in alcohol or formaldehyde and frozen depending on their intended use.
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Logistics

Collaborations
Fieldwork in the study area is made possible by research agreements made with the Gitga'at First Nation, the
North Coast Cetacean Society (NCCS), and the Cetacean Research Program of Canada's Department of
Fisheries and Oceans. These and other stewards have been monitoring the whales of the Great Bear for many
years, and without their support and good faith I would not have had the chance to contribute my small part to
their ongoing work.
The hospitality and support of residents in Hartley Bay, the center of the Gitga’at First Nation, enabled us to
survive the 2013 field season. Their good nature and patience were constant, and it made all the difference.
Hermann Meuter and Janie Wray of NCCS are our primary emergency contacts in the area, as well as our
friends and supporters -- as well as the primary inspiration for the inception and realization of this project. Whale
Point, NCCS headquarters, was available to us as a shelter in poor weather, a workshop for repairs, a source of
drinking water, a place to access email and shower, and a source of fellowship. The maritime community in the
study area, upheld by the Gitga’at, NCCS, DFO, and the NPO Pacific Wild, provided critical friendship whenever
it was needed.

Permits
In 2013, marine mammal research was conducted under NCCS’ permit, DFO MML 043. Zooplankton collection
was conducted under DFO license XR 65 2013. In 2014, marine mammal research was conducted under NCCS’
permit, DFO XMMS 3 2014. Zooplankton collection was conducted under DFO license XR 83 2014.

PI Qualifications
rd

Eric Keen is a 3 year PhD student at Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO). He is the owner and operator
of the 37’ vessel from which the research takes place. He has three research seasons of experience in the
proposed study area, including 2013 and 2014 fieldwork (200 days on the water, 1200 engine hours of vessel
operation) that collected preliminary data for this project. He has traversed the southern Inside Passage four
times in the research vessel. Credentials include US Sailing Keelboat and Coastal Cruising certifications, SIO
small boat operator certified, and WMI Wilderness First Responder.

Crew
2013: For most of the season, two other researchers were on board with me at any one time. Most volunteers
worked for tours of 6 weeks. These teammates paid their own way to be on board because I couldn’t.
Nonetheless, they worked harder than anyone could have hoped for. Their tireless high spirits, patience,
friendship, hardiness, work ethic, and sense of adventure made all the difference in the world. 2013 crew were
Mike Keen, Will Watson, Keri Bryan, Dylan Padgett, Katie Qualls, Richard Candler, and Matt Irwin.
2014: This season’s crew faced in ordinate disappointments as a result of the summer debacle of the rebuilt
engine’s failure. I would not have endured the summer without their dedication, hard work and friendship. 2014
crew were Emily Ezell, Luke Padgett, Will Watson, Keri Bryan, Katie Qualls, Sam Watson, Mike Keen, Celia
Keen, Matt Irwin, Nelle Pierson, Kelly Beach and Jon Carpenter.

Data Entry
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For efficient and stable data entry, observations are entered into a homemade computer program, Research
Underway: Bangarang ("RU Bangarang" or "RUB") on a touchscreen laptop mounted atop the helm stand. All
forms of data (data files, photographs, echograms, and hydrophone recordings) are backed up nightly.

Subsistence
In the field we order groceries through NCCS who has a special relationship with the Overwaitea grocer in
Prince Rupert and with the ferry that runs between Hartley Bay and Prince Rupert twice a week. We would
typically get a food order every 14 days. Diesel, engine oil, propane (occasionally), water, moorage, and cell
phone signal (and often gifts of salmon, halibut, and Dungeness crab!) were available to us in Hartley Bay.

Emergency Response
An EPIRB and SPOT beacon are carried on board. The SPOT beacon was used to transmit our location to
NCCS, Jay Barlow, and my parents each evening. We are always within VHF radio contact of the Prince Rupert
Coast Guard office, as well as the Gitga’at Guardian watchmen and NCCS. We regularly see pleasure craft and
sein-fishing boats during transects. Most of the crew and I hold wilderness medical certifications at the WMI
Wilderness First Responder (WFR) level. Mechanisms are in place for how and whom to contact if outsiders
need to contact the Bangarang while we are conducting circuits.

Funding
2013: The pilot season was funded by the National Geographic Society Waitt Grant (Grant number 2681-3), the
2013 Mullin Award from the Biological Oceanography curricular group, and the 2012 NSF Graduate Research
Fellowship (GRF) video contest. Material support and equipment loans came from SIO’s Dayton Lab, the SIO
Pelagic Invertebrate Collection (thanks to collection manager Linsey Sala), Jay’s lab at NOAA SWFSC, the DFO
Cetacean Research Program, Andrew Wright, Will Watson, Nicole & Bunker Hill, Don Yeungblat, Shannon
Rankin and NCCS.
2014: Financial support was provided by the SIO Graduate Office (thanks in particular to Maureen McGreevey
and Denise Darling), DFO CRP, the Explorers Club, Cascadia Research Collective and the SIO Whale
Acoustics Lab through a grant from the Office of Naval Reserch (PI Ana Sirovic) and the astounding support of
private donors. Support for the lawsuit regarding the failed engine rebuild was provided by the Keen family.
Many crew members went above and beyond the agreed terms to support themselves while we were stuck at
the Olympia dock without an engine. Material support and equipment loans came from all of the 2013 sources,
as well as Cascadia Research Collective and Luke Padgett.

Support
None of the above grants would have come through without letters of support from Jay Barlow, Paul Dayton,
David Haskell, Trevor Branch and John Calambokidis. Advice from Jay, Barb Taylor, Hermann Meuter, Janie
Wray, Mark Ohman, Linsey Sala, Tony Koslow, Jules Jaffe, Shannon Rankin, John Calambokidis, Erin Falcone,
Annie Douglas, John Ford, James Pilkington, Graeme Ellis, Linda Nichol, Ian McAllister, Mike Reid, Moira
Galbraith, Svein Vagle, Eddy Carmacke, Corinne Pomerleau, Andrew Wright, and Chris Picard have
substantially improved study design.
The hard work, sense of adventure, and resilience of each season’s crew were astounding. In addition to my
collaborators, I am particularly indebted to the friendship of Bunker and Nicole Hill and their daughter Kota,
Marven Robinson and Mike Reid. During the fieldwork preparation scrambles in 2013 and 2014, the patience
and support of Jay, Jenna, Paul, and Anne made preparations in San Diego possible. Airfare to get back and
forth between San Diego and the northwest would be insurmountable without the support of JetBlue Airways.
The encouragement, generosity and hospitality of the Calambokidis, Wright, Benson and Watson families have
been incredible. No aspect of this project would have been possible without the financial, material, and moral
support of the Keen family. Many of those listed above had the power to stop this endeavor in its tracks by
simply saying, “No”, but chose instead to give the Bangarang Project the benefit of many doubts. Perhaps, by
the end of season three, I will have justified their grace.
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What Field Assistants Can Expect
Circuit Layout
The season is roughly 4 months long. This is split into 8 two-week research circuits.
- We will schedule each unit according to weather forecast.
- If weather forces us to have a rest day, we will recuperate and work on data management as we “rest”.
We will have no fair weather break days.
- In each unit, we do one circuit of the study area, sampling at each station once.
- Will work through light- to intermediate rain, medium winds, and fog.
- Once a week: crew will practice emergency drill and discuss safety issues.
- Will refuel on food, diesel and water regularly.
We will assist NCCS operations by shuttling food and volunteers for them, chopping their firewood, and helping
with building projects on land when we can.

Daily Routine: Research days
-

-

Anchor up by sunrise (as early as 4:30am), and immediately out to central channels for morning
opportunistic sightings.
Mornings boast the calmest weather, and we try to get going AAP. This makes station work much more
pleasant, gives us more time for whale encounters throughout the day, and gets us out there in the most
beautiful weather with the most beautiful lighting.
All day long, we alternate between visual surveys on transect and water column sampling at stations,
punctuated by time with whales.
During transects, researchers and the PI rotate through three positions: two visual survey positions and
time at the helm where you command the boat and enter data.
When we are with whales, field researchers are generally responsible for taking identification
photographs and being on seabird lookout.
Surveys can continue until sunset (as late as 10pm).
Reach anchorage
Cooking & cleaning duties are shared by Eric and crew equally. Breakfasts and lunch are simple and
quick. We do not have time for anything more work intensive than heating water for oatmeal. Lunch is
cold and simple. Coffee is available all day. Dinner is our largest and best meal and we tend to eat very
well.
After dark: Data processing:
- Organize photos and ID whales, usually a 2 hour process that field volunteers take charge of.
- Clean up survey log output by the data entry program.
- Re-charge equipment.
- Music, cards, breathe, read, beauty.
- Check engine room and fluid levels.
- If conditions are poor, we go on anchor watch overnight.

Daily Routine: “Rest” and Repair days:
-

Back-up data
Clean boat (hull swab, bilge clean, freshwater rinse, small repairs, kitchen clean, etc.)
Catch up on data processing if needed.
Compile unit report and summary.

Life Aboard the Bangarang
-

No shower on board; washing is possible at Whale Point, Bishop Bay hotsprings, and the creek in
Hartley Bay. We often go a week or more at a time without bathing.
Tiny kitchen.
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-

We will eat well, but the food will be simple (and expensive), mostly vegetarian, and storage will be
difficult (no fridge).
Privacy is limited to non-existent.
We get off the boat only once a week.
Limited headroom.
During rain, we are confined to the cabins, and space is even more limited.
Boat is old. Something will always be broken (see repairs below).
We operate mostly under engine power. Sailing will be frustratingly rare.
Confined living space.
Severe power limitation. Computers will ONLY be used for managing data. On most days there will be
little to no spare power for charging iPods or iPhones, for personal writing projects/art/etc.
Cell phone service and email access only available in Hartley Bay (which we only visit once every two
weeks).
Guitar, ukelele, banjo and harmonicas on board.
Well-stocked library of scientific and non-scientific literature.
There will be wine, boxed in the finest cardboard.

Repairs
With our 34-year old boat repairs are an inevitable feature of this project. In 2013 we lost 34 days of research to
repairs. We must all brace for this. It can be frustratingly slow, painfully confining to be stuck with repairs. It is
during repairs that we must all put our strongest, most optimistic foot forward, and deal.

Field Assistants will Gain:
Once-in-a-Lifetime Experiences
- Fjords!
- Whale experiences
- Bears, salmon runs, bald eagle pestilence, the clouds, the sunsets.
- The community of people working and living up there.
Boat experience:
- Boat handling, under motor and under sail, and basic maintenance (diesel & electronics).
- Marine safety, seamanship, and navigation
- Hundreds of hours as crew on a sailing vessel to go toward CG licenses.
Field-work Expertise
- Photo-Identification experience (fin whales, humpback whales, orca)
- Passive acoustics monitoring (PAM) for cetaceans (towed array handling and visual analysis, use of software)
- Use and analysis of oceanographic samplers, both basic (Secchi disk) and world-class (CTD).
- Zooplankton sampling (tows, preservation, identification, etc.)
- Active acoustics (fisheries)
- Experience in standardized “distance sampling” protocols for marine mammals and seabirds.
- Insight into grassroots but rigorous scientific methods.
Natural History
- Knowledge of regional natural history (zooplankton to mammals)
- Database management and design (photos and survey data)
- Collaborative science with non-profits and First Nations societies.
- Profound knowledge of the Enbridge Pipeline issue and other management issues in the Pacific northwest.
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What is Expected of Field Assistants
Attitude
- Absurd caution and care to be safe and not screw up. Constant mindfulness of the dangers we are operating
under, the personal space of fellow crew, and the fragility of our old vessel.
- Mental preparation for challenges (inordinate down-time in bad weather, rigorous conditions when working
despite weather, constant dampness and cold, lack of bathing options, lack of privacy, confined space, etc.)
- Tireless enthusiasm
- Adroit group diplomacy and commitment to resolving issues constructively.
- Willingness to take responsibility and be accountable for critical project tasks.
- Being involved and invested to the point of being a co-captain.
- Contentment to busy oneself or be content with downtime. The amount of urgent tasks that Eric must deal
with is often daunting, and there are some things that only he can deal with. To stay on top of the tasks and
remains sane, he needs confidence that you can accomplish your tasks and enjoy your downtime without
misgivings.

Compliance
- Eric as “Boss”: For peers of similar age and who have strong friendships, it can be difficult for one to be in a
position of having the final word on an issue. Hopefully this will never be a concern, but it can be challenging
and Eric has no choice but to act for the safety of the crew and in the best interests of the project.
- Understanding that division of labor must occur in some circumstances, for the sake of efficiency and safety.
- Complete cooperation with rights and ownership of photos, videos, sounds, etc. (See Volunteer Agreement,
below).
- Understanding of and enthusiasm for our remoteness: minimal-to-absent access to cell phones or internet. We
cannot accommodate personal laptops on board.
- Ability and preparation to leave and stay away from your own world of responsibilities and relationships for the
duration of your commitment.
Seabirds
Seabird identification is by far the most difficult and critical skill that volunteers must prepare for. Eric Keen will
provide researchers with the materials and details they need to meet these expectations. If you do not feel
excited about gaining seabird expertise or the work required to get there, this is not the appropriate position for
you.
Tact & Preparation
- Careful consideration, diplomacy, and sensitivity to the relationships with other groups involved.
- Gitga’at Nation
- Hermann and Janie at NCCS.
- Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
- Pressures on Eric from SIO, advisor, thesis committee, and personal finances.
- Preparation and scholarship about regional issues.
- Enbridge Issues
- First Nations issues
- General knowledge of marine mammals, regional research, etc.
- Active preparation for the bird identification aspect of this study.
- Actively birding as often as possible between now and summer.
- Studying the locally common seabirds in the study area.
- Dependability in communication and responsiveness during the spring planning months.
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Volunteer Agreement

If and when Eric extends a formal invitation for summer 2014 fieldwork, your RSVP will be in the form
of a signed volunteer agreement. Here is what this contract will look like:
I, ____________________________, formally commit to serve as a researcher for the Bangarang Project
(Print name)

under the direction of its Principle Investigator (PI), Eric Keen (hereafter referred to as Eric), in summer
2015. I am fully aware that this commitment includes agreement to the following terms:
Dates of commitment: I will arrive in Hartley Bay on the date of ___________, 2015, and leave from Hartley
Bay on _________, 2015. I understand that this will require me to arrive in Prince Rupert the evening before my
start date, and that I am responsible for organizing my own travel to and from the study area.
Seriously: I agree that this commitment was made after careful consideration of potential conflicts (scheduling,
financial, etc.) and I foresee no reason why the above dates will not work. I understand that if I ask to reschedule
in the months to come, I would be considered an enormous, flaky pain in the ass by all other 2015 researchers
and may have to forfeit my spot on the team.
Info Packet: I acknowledge that I have read and understood the 2015 Bangarang Applicant Information Brief
(hereafter referred to as BAIB) in full.
Preparation: I commit to preparing for the position in the months leading up to my participation. This includes
fanatic birding in my local area, studying Pacific northwest bird identification, maintaining consistent and reliable
communication with Eric during spring, and keeping abreast of the maritime development issues facing the
study area (in particular the Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline and LNG tanker projects).
Earnesty: I am aware of the importance of attitude, teamwork, work ethic, patience, and a sense of adventure in
this endeavor, and I will strive to be the fountainhead of all that is Bangarang during my time on board.
Conditions: I agree that the remote geography, rugged lifestyle, confined living space, limited backcountry
medical access, minimal email and cell phone service, and man-eating bears all make this project better rather
than worse. A forest without bears is empty, a fjordland without whales is a waste.
Collaborators: I agree to do all in my power while onboard to have positive and helpful interactions with the
Bangarang Project’s collaborators: the Gitga’at First Nation, North Coast Cetacean Society, and Environment
Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans Cetacean Research Program (EC DFO CRP). I acknowledge
that positive relationships with these collaborators are primary to the Bangarang Project’s mission and that as a
researcher I am in a position to help or hurt those relations.
Finances: I acknowledge that this position is unpaid. I acknowledge that I will pay for my own travel to and from
Prince Rupert. And, in the event that Eric is unable, I acknowledge that I am able and willing to pay for my own
round-trip Hartley Bay ferry ticket and my shared cost of food for the duration of my tour onboard (as per the
explanation in BAIB).
Equipment: I agree to arrive in the study area with the proper equipment, as outlined in BAIB.
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Acceptance of Risk: I expressly recognize that I may be at risk of bodily harm or death during my time with the
Bangarang Project and that I freely and knowingly undertake this position with full awareness of the attendant
risks. I specifically release Eric and the Bangarang’s collaborators from any and all liability and responsibility for
my personal safety and welfare and for any loss or damage to my person or personal property arising from the
Bangarang Project or any related activities. I understand and agree that I am responsible for obtaining at my
expense any insurance coverage that I consider appropriate.
Written works: I agree not to publish any written work regarding my experience onboard or the research
associated with the Bangarang Project without first receiving expressed approval of the final draft from Eric. This
includes both paper and electronic publications, including blogs with a readership beyond my friends and family.
Media Rights: I hereby understand that any and all photographs and video I capture during the above dates
(this may include media captured away from the vessel, such as from shore), regardless of whose camera I am
using, will be property of Eric. As such, those media will be subject to the following rules for distribution, to which
I agree in full:
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

I am willing to be in photographs and video captured during the carrying out of the Bangarang
Project, and I release my rights to these images to Eric.
I understand that if Eric uses any image for purposes other than research or reports, Eric will
credit the photographer. Eric will not receive compensation for any photograph that he did not
take himself.
I will be allowed to bring home all photographs I take with my own camera(s), but I understand
that they remain the property of Eric and as such their distribution will be limited to these rules.
I will be expected to leave digital copies of my photographs on board in Eric’s possession.
I will be able to bring home a limited selection of photographs taken from the research cameras
during my time on board. Eric reserves the right to review my selection and refuse to provide me
with any and all photographs I select.
I can freely use said photographs in the following ways without first obtaining permission from
Eric:
§ Printing a photo album to share with family and friends – as long as this album is not
duplicated or sold in any form.
§ Sharing a few photographs with a few friends and family by email – as long as a
disclaimer accompanies the message that asks recipients not to forward the email on.
§ For a presentation or slide show to family and friends -- as long as the presentation
and/or its digital file are not distributed to anyone or recorded in any form.
In contrast, I agree to obtain Eric’s permission first before using any images for the following:
§ Online distribution of any sort. This includes any and all social media (Facebook,
Instagram, blogs, etc.).
§ Use in a presentation in a public and/or academic setting – and only if the presentation
is not distributed to anyone or recorded in any form.

Data Rights: Unless otherwise negotiated, all data collected on board (photographs, videos, observations, data
points, samples, etc.) are property of Eric. This is to protect Eric’s dissertation and subsequent publications, as
well as to protect research agreements with other collaborators. When off the SV Bangarang, I may not use any
data for any purpose, for any reason, without the written or spoken consent of Eric.
Acknowledgement: I acknowledge and accept that I may be featured on the Bangarang Project’s website. I
accept that I will receive acknowledgment in Eric’s dissertation and any publications that result from my
contributions as a researcher. Depending on my extent of participation in subsequent analyses, I may discuss
the possibility of co-authoring a publication or presentation with Eric.
Independent Research: I understand that there may be the chance for field assistants to conduct their own
research while onboard, or to amplify an aspect of the study design that is already in place – as long as this is
pre-approved by Eric and is not in conflict with other sampling goals and workload.
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In Return
In exchange, Eric is committing to doing his best to provide the following:
- Incomparable experience in dissertation-level field science,
- Competency in a broad spectrum of oceanographic sampling methods,
- Expertise in methods of marine mammal research,
- Indescribably magical experiences with whales and fjords,
- Gain qualification for any cetacean field work opportunity worldwide.
- Cool times with great friends.
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